
Greetings from Qube…

Perhaps lockdown has left you feeling unfit or you’ve lost the confidence to go

out? We understand that for some, the thought of coming back to our social

group may suddenly feel daunting- but how about meeting with just a few

friends or a one to one walk around the park? We can do this! Tell us how you

are feeling so that we can help you to move forward this year.

Whilst many of you will already have had your COVID vaccine, if you or

someone you know is still waiting and worrying about how to get to the

appointment our Dial-a-ride service can take you free of charge. All you need to

do is phone the office on 01691 656882 and we can arrange it for you.

Here at Qube we’re hopeful that some of our

services will open again over the coming months

as the lockdown begins to lift. In the meantime

we want to know what we can do for you when

the restrictions relax. Is there anything you’ve

been missing, or something that you think you
may need help with?

If you have access to the internet take a look at our

website as there new activities being added all the time,

ranging from making newspaper puppets and Easter crafts

to music rom around the world.

If you don’t use the internet, perhaps you’d like to hear our

audio recordings. We’re recording a variety of items

including talks from speakers that would ordinarily have

come to the group as well as short stories, poetry and much more. The 
recordings are sent out monthly on a USB stick through the post.



This week you 
can enjoy;

• Spring poetry

• Spring planters

• Greetings from Vicky Turrell

• Make a paper bouquet

• The Green Lady

• A guide to the clouds

• Landing on Mars

• Space crossword

• Pork chops with rhubarb 

and grains recipe



Welcome To Spring
I have heard a mother bird

Singing in the rain----

Telling all her little ones

Spring has come again!

I have seen a wave of green

Down a lovely lane----

Making all the hedges glad

Spring has come again!

I have found a patch of ground

Golden in the sun;

Crocuses are calling out

Spring has just begun!

Irene Thompson.



Make your own Spring planters!

Has the sunshine this week inspired you to get your gardening

gloves on? Whether you’re a keen gardener with lots of outside

space, or just looking for something pretty to put on your dining

table, there are so many ways to make plant pots from items in

your home. Here’s a few ideas to get you started!

Colanders
Colanders are not only useful for

draining: they are great used as

alternative hanging flower pots.

Thanks to their drainage holes,

plants and flowers can brilliantly get

the drainage they need. Place a

layer of gravel in the bottom to stop

compost jamming up drainage holes

Tin cans
Instead of placing empty cans in the

recycling bin, give them a new

purpose with a simple upgrade.

With a quick lick of paint, you can

transform a rusty-looking tin into a

practical flower container on your

window sill. Try planting small cacti

as they are great low-maintenance

options due to their drought

resistant qualities.

Tea pots
Save an old tea pot from heading to the

charity shop by upcycling it as a plant pot.

Whether you use it as a watering can or as a

place to plant smaller flowers, a china tea

pot filled with your favourite blooms will add

a unique touch to your home and garden.



Plastic bottles
Instead of disposing of your old plastic

bottles, why not cut a few small holes at

the bottom of an empty one and fill it with

soil. It's a brilliant way to grow some of your

favourite plants, especially if you're limited

on space. Pop on your kitchen windowsill,

water regularly and watch it grow. We love

how creative and unique this idea is.

Bags and purses
Bags and purses that are no

longer usable can become

beautiful soil holders. Most of

them have perforations so you

don’t need to make holes, just

fill in with some soil and plant

a few colorful annuals and

they are ready.

Shoe organisers
A great space saving idea.

Hang a shoe organiser on a

fence or wall and grow plants in

it. It’s a great way to fill a large

space that needs some colour.

Wellies
Save your old wellies, they’re 

durable and will stand the test of 

time against the weather whilst 

displaying your favourite flowers!



The male had fine colours and a dull female was quacking, both were in a great hurry

to get away. They nest here nearly every year. But one year I remember they were

nowhere to be seen. It was a few days before I found out where their nest was.

The female was sitting tight just to the right of our front door! She was hardly visible.

Her brown and buff feathers were perfectly camouflaged against the dry grasses

there. When we walked past, she ‘froze’ in fear. She stayed there for almost a month.

The male was on guard in Oak Meadow for a week or so, then disappeared.

Occasionally, the female duck left the nest to eat but before she did, she carefully

covered all twelve eggs with feathers plucked from her breast.

They hatched one night, and the mother set off to walk through the long grass to the

pond. Her new ducklings tried to follow but three got left on the drive, and hearing

their calls, we ran out to catch them. My husband put them in his pocket, and we

followed a trail of lost ducklings across the meadow. Once at the pond we were able

to get them all back into the water where they quickly bobbed like corks and swam to

their mother.

I have seen two other birds nesting already. The female blackbird is taking material 

into a shrub. But there is a problem. I am trying to make a topiary peacock. I have 

shaped the head and a big tail but now will have to wait for several months and leave 

the blackbirds in peace.

Vicky Turrell

Greetings from Vicky…

At the bottom of Oak Meadow, in a dark corner,

there is a pond. In the summer it dries up but

gradually, over the winter months, it fills. This year

it is full to overflowing. I went down there today

and, suddenly, I heard a quacking and loud flapping

of wings. Water sprayed everywhere as two

mallards took off with wide outstretched wings.

Today blue tits are in and out of my nest box.

It is supposed to be for a robin. No robin has

been anywhere near, but two years ago wrens

used it to rear young. Last year it was filled

with a colony of tree bees.

It seems that I cannot be choosy. I will enjoy

whoever takes up residence, now spring is

here at last.



If real flowers take too much 

looking after, have a go at making 

these colourful paper hyacinths!

Here’s what you’ll need:
•Assorted colours of card (Included)

•Scissors

•Ruler

•Pencil

•Glue Stick/ tape

1. Cut out a strip of card paper

approximately 8.5″ x 2″.

2. Mark 3/8″ from both edges of the

paper and use a pencil to lightly draw a

line across the paper. Using scissors

carefully snip the paper into strips that

are about 1/4″ wide, cutting up to the

pencil line

3. Using a knitting needle or wooden

skewer, carefully roll each strip. Make

sure the pencil line is on the BACK of

the strip You want to roll the strips

away from the pencil line so it’s not

visible when you’ve finished the flower.

Paper bouquets



Making the Stem:
4. If you want to you can use a straw or

alternatively cut out a strip of paper

approximately 2″ x 8″.

5. Start rolling one of the corners 

diagonally. Once you’ve gotten it started, 

add some glue to the paper to help keep 

it together. Keep rolling the green paper 

diagonally around itself to make a thin, 

stem-like tube.

Adding the Flower to the Stem:
6. Add some glue to the back of the 

swirled up paper. Then place it over the 

thinner end of the stem with the swirls 

pointing up and towards the outside, like 
in the photo below.

7. Try to get it as tight as you can around 

the stem until you reach the end of your 

swirled up paper strip. If you need to, 

add a bit of extra glue to the end to help 

keep it in place.

8. Cut out a strip of paper 

leaves and wrap around 

the stem… and there you 

have it- a paper hyacinth!



Green Lady

A lovely Green Lady

Embroiders and stitches

Sweet flowers in the meadows,

On banks and in the ditches.

All day she is sewing

Embroidering all night;

For she works in the darkness

All well as the light.

She makes no mistakes in

The silks which she uses,

And all her gay colours

She carefully chooses.

She fills nooks and corners

With blossoms so small

Where none but the fairies

Will see them at all.

She sews them so quickly,

She trims them so neatly,

Though much of her broidery

Is hidden completely.

She scatters her tapestry

Scented and sweet,

In the loneliest places,

Or ‘neath careless feet;

For bee, or for bird folk,

For children like me,

But the lovely Green Lady,

No mortal may see. 

Charlotte Druitt Cole.



As we move into Spring and the sun begins to warm us, it’s the 

perfect time to look up and explore the changing skies.               

In simple terms, clouds are made of small drops of water, 

clustered together and can be grouped into three basic types;

Stratus – low 

hanging clouds in 

dark/grey layer. 

These clouds can 

produce drizzle, ice 

prisms, and snow.

Clouds uncovered!

Cumulus – thick, puffy 

clouds that tend to be 

white on top and on the 

edges with a darker, flat 

bottom. They look a bit 

like cotton wool balls or 
cauliflower!

Cirrus–wispy, 

transparent / white, icy 

clouds. They are sheer 

clouds actually 

composed of ice 
crystals!

https://i2.wp.com/3.bp.blogspot.com/-AR8d4QWOQSQ/WNQNVS66wPI/AAAAAAAACFw/-yLN7snxNqwy_bqqcC1rUg7DpE6jqO1MgCLcB/s1600/clouds-stratus1.jpg?ssl=1


places—and hardly at all in others.

Clouds higher than 20,000 feet are called cirrus clouds or have names

beginning with cirro. Since they’re so high, they are made mostly of ice crystals,

although scientists have found supercooled water drops (water still liquid

although colder than 32 degrees Fahrenheit). Cirrus clouds have wisps of snow

falling from them (often called “mares’ tails”) that quickly evaporate. More or less

solid sheets of these high clouds are called cirrostratus clouds, while those with

lumps are cirrocumulus clouds. Although these clouds don’t directly affect most

general aviation pilots, they often offer clues to the weather in the next two or

three days; they could be the leading edge of the clouds created by an

approaching storm.

Keep an eye on mid level clouds
Clouds between roughly 6,500 feet above the ground up to 20,000 feet agl have

names beginning with alto, such as altostratus and altocumulus. When you see

middle-level clouds begin to replace high-level clouds, you should suspect that

lower clouds and precipitation are on the way. Clouds below 6,000 feet don’t

have a prefix indicating their height. If they are lumpy, they are cumulus clouds

of various kinds. If they are flat, they are stratus clouds or have strato or stratus

in their name, such as nimbostratus. Nimbo means rain or snow is falling from

the clouds.

To tell stratocumulus, altocumulus, and cirrocumulus clouds apart, extend your

arm pointing at the lumps in the clouds. If your little finger covers a lump, the

clouds are cirrocumulus. If your thumb roughly covers one of the lumps, the

clouds are altocumulus. If your fist is needed to cover a lump, then you’re

looking at stratocumulus clouds.

A closer look at clouds
Stratus clouds tend to form when a large

mass of air rises at more or less the same

speed to cover a large part of the sky—

maybe all of the sky you can see. They
are generally flat. Cumulus clouds form

when bubbles of air are rising while air is

sinking nearby. While the bottoms of

cumulus clouds typically are flat, the tops

can rise like castles in the sky in some

What are the clouds like today? Use the chart on the next 
page to help you identify them…





Perserverance… landing on Mars!

If you’ve been following the news lately you may have seen the 

incredible footage shared by Nasa of their robotic vehicle landing 

on Mars! Taken from the Guardian online, here’s the story so far…

on 18th February 2021, with the help of a parachute, booster rockets

and a sky crane.

Perseverance – fondly known as Percy – landed with “eyes open”

taking images of the surface to choose its landing spot. Weighing

more than a tonne, it landed nearly in the middle of the landing zone

inside the 28 mile-wide (45km) Jezero crater north of the planet’s

equator, which billions of years ago is believed to have housed a

Martian lake bed.

The robotic vehicle sailed through

space for nearly seven months,

covering 293m miles (472m km)

before piercing the Martian

atmosphere at 12,000mph to begin

its approach to touchdown on Mars

Perseverance was pronounced

“healthy” by Nasa scientists. Over

the first weekend, scientists

executed 5,000 instructions for the

vehicle to perform in the hostile

environment of the cold, dry, planet.

And everything came back exactly

how they’d hoped.

Looking ahead, further testing will be

done, including wiggling the rover’s

wheels, deploying its robotic arm, as

well as a short drive to explore the
landscape.

.



Ingenuity – a diminutive 1.8kg drone-

like helicopter attached to the rover’s

belly – has also been checked out and

had its batteries charged for the first

time.

The rotorcraft, designed to claw into

the thin Martian air with four 1.2 metre

long carbon-fibre blades spinning at 2,400rpm, could serve as a

“pathfinder” to discover inaccessible areas or as a scout for future

rovers. The $2.7bn rover – whose primary aim is to search for ancient

signs of life – also produced some spectacular panoramic imagery

courtesy of its 20-megapixel colour cameras detailing the peaks and

troughs of Mars’ dimpled surface.

One striking picture showed a smattering

of dark, light and hole-ridden rocks. “We

use these very generic terms at this early

stage until we have more data that allow

us to test our hypotheses and make

more confident interpretations,” said Ken

Williford, deputy project scientist for the

mission. Overall, the team said they had

received a little over 30 gigabytes of

information, and over 23,000 images of

the vehicle’s descent.

“I know it’s been a tough year for

everybody and we’re hoping that maybe

these images will help brighten people’s

day,” said Justin Maki, the imaging

scientist for Mars 2020.

“We are a long way from understanding

that landscape, but we are there … the

mission begins right here,” said Susanne

Schwenzer, an astrobiologist at the Open

University. “I for the first time can

imagine what landing on Mars is like.”



Mars -did you know?...

1. It’s named after the Roman god of war.

2. The planet is red because of a mineral called iron oxide that’s very common 
on its surface.

3.Mars is a terrestrial planet. It’s rocky with craters and mountains- not a gas 
giant like Jupiter or Saturn. Its landscape includes some of the tallest 
volcanoes that we know about in the solar system, one of which is 21km high 
and 600km in diameter.

4. Even though it’s billions of years old, scientists think it could still be active.

5. Even though Earth is much bigger than Mars, they both have approximately 
the same amount of landmass! That’s because most of Earth is covered in 
water. There’s therefore plenty of land to explore on Mars.

6. Mars’ atmosphere is very thin and it’s composed primarily of carbon 
dioxide.

7. The Martian gravity is only a third that of the Earth’s.
This means you could leap nearly three times higher on Mars.

8. Mars has the largest dust storms in the solar system, they can last for 
months and cover the entire planet.

9. A Martian year lasts 687 days – nearly double that of Earth. Each day is 
about the same as on Earth – 24 hours and then an extra 9 minutes.

10. Mars has two moons called Phobos and Deimos. Sometime in the next 2 to 
4 million years Phobos is expected to be torn apart by gravity – leaving a ring 
of dust and debris around the planet.





Method

Step 1

Heat oven to 200C/180C fan/gas 6. In a small roasting tin, toss the

rhubarb, onion wedges and garlic with the balsamic vinegar, a little

olive oil and some seasoning. Roast in the oven for 20 mins.

Step 2

Meanwhile, melt the butter over a high heat and fry the rosemary. Add

the pork and cook for 2 mins on each side until nicely browned, then

remove from the heat. Take the roasting tin out of the oven and add

the grains and chicken stock and mix together. Add the meat and the

rosemary to the roasting tin, placing the chops on top. Roast for 10-

12 mins further, or until the pork is cooked through. Serve each chop

with a big spoonful of the grains, scattered with parsley.

Ingredients
• 190g rhubarb, cut into 5cm lengths

• 1 red onion, cut into wedges

• 3 garlic cloves

• 1 tbsp balsamic vinegar

• olive oil , for drizzling

• 1 tbsp butter

• 2 rosemary sprigs

• 2 pork chops

• 250g pouch mixed 

grains 100ml chicken stock

• parsley, to serve

Pork Chops with                
Rhubarb  and Grains 



Riddles answers

1.The letter M

2.A river

3.A hole

4.The wind

5.Your shadow

6.A towel

7.A ton

8.The horses 

name is Friday


